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GARDEN and Primary Grades.
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Mendelssohn Recital To Be Given May 4 — The Mendelssohn Club is going to carry out a plan which has been under consideration for some time. On the evening of May 2, the club is sponsoring a homecoming which has to do with the opera "The Shrew" since its origin.

The program will constitute a delightful evening. To a large extent, the show is devoted to...
Humor plays a vital part in the lives of men. Its absence makes life dull, its presence makes life interesting and worthwhile. However there are some that is not classified here. It is no more than natural for this to occur.

Psychology.

In this paper, as in most college papers, the humor columns attract some favorable, some to the contrary, from both the faculty and students. It is going to be for us to be in anything but a peaceful state of mind when pitched into a frenzied manner during the latter part of May? How inconvenient it is, to the extent of his delving, a psychologist. If the above statement is true, we are, in the slightest way shaken from our ways! The Board of Directors of the Alumni Society on April 15 sent out the following letter to all graduates who have not yet become members of the society.

In college, students are taught to use their thinking-machine can better understand character in general, and thus can better evaluate the description of a suit of clothes, with the hope that the reader will create characters at least two values accrue. One is, to the extent of his delving, a psychologist. If the above statement is true, we are, in the slightest way shaken from our ways.

At the beginning of each quarter as we hand in our cards we call to our attention that which you can do today" in an old saying and yet how few of us realize its true worth or put it into practice. Perhaps for our college students it should be revised a bit and read, "Never put off until the end of the quarter that which you can do at the beginning." 

At the beginning of each quarter as we hand in our cards we call to our attention that which you can do today" in an old saying and yet how few of us realize its true worth or put it into practice. Perhaps for our college students it should be revised a bit and read, "Never put off until the end of the quarter that which you can do at the beginning." 

For students, attempts at creative thinking are important. Whether we attempt the creation of characters which shall act true to the characteristics with which we endow them, whether we attempt to describe in verse wholly imaginative scenes, situations or circumstances in large degree is immaterial. Through the medium of our creatures we may express ourselves in words, facts or figures, this medium may take a wholly objective turn. The important point is the thinking.
HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES TO MEET HERE MAY 2

Over 250 Will Compete In Track Meet

With the over 250 athletes from various high schools of southeastern Minnesota gathered here May 2, the Winona State Teachers College will be acting host to the largest group of track meet athletes ever to gather here. High school athletes from as far north as Stillwater and as far south as Eau Claire will converged here and help make the athletic carnival a success.

Former recoder holders returning are few and we look forward to the crowning of new kings and the awarding of new medals to the victorious Paavo Nurmi's. William Deters of Caledonia, the speed boy, will be back to add a feather to his cap.

The annual track season is well under way under the guidance of the Minnesota relay teams and should look better as the season progresses. Paul Hriicken promises to push Harold and George Rogge in the javelin. Bob Gruhl sits on the bar at eleven feet in pole-vaulting practice and looks around the field for the first place in the dashes as well as the broad-jump and shot put. Ercole looked good at the Minnesota sprints and will be valuable if the weather and time permit him to participate in the middle distance.

We have some more fellows to watch this year. Odd Dobbin is trying to top the timbers in the proper length of time in pole vaulting. Ole Risty is working so that he may be ready soon to perform in the half mile. Bob Griffith is trying to run the mile under five minutes in Intercollegiate track and is winning considerable races.

The game was nip and tuck the whole way. Hyduke was the high scorer with 31 points out of a possible 32. The Hyduke side was led by the Phantoms, with the Groffers and the Shysters in the plains. The Phantoms lead the Groffers by 315 points.

WINONA □ Loy Booe Rochester... 4.0
Class B □ Coach Elkin
Eau Claire . . . . 3.8
Cannon Falls . 3.8
Loy Booe Rochester... 4.0
Caledonia . . 3.8

EARNEST WINTERS IS BEST FIND FOR TRACK

Ernest Winters is a promising candidate—by A. Ziegenfuss

The annual track season is under way under the Minnesota guidance of the Novice meet of the Little Conference, which will be held in the Twin Cities.

SILVER FLASHES DEFEAT GREEN PHANTOMS 31-23

On Friday, April 10, we were treated to a unique basketball game when members of the basketball class, who have had the theory of the game, demonstrated the practical. Coach Galligan selected Open and Edwards to guide the destiny of the highly specialized squad. The game was nip and tuck the first half, but in the second count the Silver Flashers piled up ahead and won by 31-23.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT PLANS UNDERWAY

Thirty-two of the college enrollment answered the call to tennis racquets and responded to coach Sandi with acrimony. No physical qualifications were specified. As a result, the Big Tiddies ranging in size from "Midget" to "Long John" answered the call.

We don't know the possibilities of some of these new men but we guess as to whom might be the strongest contestants among the group. The group would include Hyduke, McKibben, George Rogge and Edwards.

For Track, the Novice meet (the annual meet for those who have not yet had the theory of the game) produced several promising candidates for the "varsity" squad. Foremost is Ernest Winters, the Eustoa husky, who has been running away with all the first places in the dashes as well as the broad-jump and shot put. Ercole looked good at the Minnesota sprints, and should look better as the season progresses. Paul Hriicken promises to push Harold and George Rogge in the javelin.

John Mortain received the following in his facsimile pen: "I'M MR. GREEN — I HAVE AN APPOINTMENT WITH MR. VON YAHN. THIS WAY, SIR!

W. A. A. Bulletin

Thirteen Phy. Eds. left at ten o'clock Saturday morning with lunch rolls and food for twenty-four. This was the long-looked-for spring encampment and the chief attraction of the trip was the camping out of busy majors who were properly and duly initiated into the ways of campers. They proved themselves most amazing and entertaining while being given their annual cold water drenching after having been blindfolded.

After the freshmema initiation came the rain which descended unannounced upon all the party, and we climbed up for the night in a grassy nook beneath the hopes for safety. Needless to say, there was a rush and after it was over, there were thirteen people ready to turn in to the main lodge. Phy. Ed. spirits are not easily dampened, after the storm had been endured, all gathered about a well protected camp fire for songs, jokes, stories and a marshmallow roast in the rain.

The game was nip and tuck the first half, but in the second count the Silver Flashers piled up ahead and won by 31-23.

For the Flashes, Berg was outstanding while Herman and Ross led the Phantoms.

Graham Green — When the Future Quivers

—by A. Ziegensfuss
A bachelor is a person who has gambled away all his delusions and didn’t marry any.

The shirts that laugh at the laundry are the ones that usually come back with their sides split.

A little truth now and then won’t hurt anyone. How do you like books?

1. A man who says he is an atheist is usually first of all an atheist.
2. Formally only one girl turned a man’s head—now all their eyes are.
3. Many a checkpointed career ends in a striped suit.
4. Some people can’t use their own advice because they give it as if they didn’t need any.
5. Many a person who swallows flattery, chokes on truth.

1. But only teachers make such tests.
2. Than classwork toward our final score.
3. Many students in their own minds.

7. The reason so many people have no peace of mind is because others are always giving a piece of mind.
8. Parents formerly learned from their children.

A mokey Kohler has a hobby of counting angie worms on the way to school after every rain.

Geographic Milestones of Life

1. Cape Good Hope at 18.
2. Cape Flattery at 20.
3. Cape Fear at 25.
5. Cape Flattery at 20.
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